Dear politicians and other people solving problems,
How to realise a 21 century refugee plan? Not only welcoming refugees!
I would like to share something with you.
I think we should take an initiative to make a plan that can be compared with a plan in war
situations, (the enemy is more or less our own way of living) to build and share what the earth can give.
Would the two of you please take the lead with all your colleagues in the EU parliament?
This plan is to help us out of several crises!
Don't let money be a guiding principle any more.
The plan needs to focus on solving the crises in climate change, health, sustainablity (water, energy,
health, biodiversity, agriculture), in an honest way of sharing knowledge and goods the earth can
give.
In the link you will find the goals of our foundation "Living with the earth".
http://www.blauwvuur.nu/cms/images/blauwvuur/nieuws/livingwiththeearth.pdf,
We, the western economies, have a enormous responsibility because we disrupted systems in other
areas on earth. (Oxfam: landgrabbing)
Here are some suggestions for the proposed plan:
Someone has to take the lead in making this integrated plan, with the necessary steps to take in the
right order, contacting all stakeholders to realise what is necessary . The plan has to end in a
completely diferent way of living all over the world, where peace, wholeness and oneness in
diversity are characteristic. It will restore our own ecosystems, food sovereignty, sharing power,
grassroot living. The EU could share this with UN. Appeal to all UN member states to agree, ask
Angela Merkel to take the initiative, involving children as well. . She is a beta scientist, she will
understand why. Obama could be the great motor to convince every state.
We need to do this, all in our own way, but with some clearly recognisable programme to lean on
and hold on to.
Involve young people and foundations working on this topics already, such as World connectors,
Club of Rome, Wuperthal Institute, UN, Earth Charter, Bankers, Oxfam, Food Watch, EU basic
income, etc.
- Refugees are not put into "prison camps".
- Food Forests are the most obvious part of realising this integrated plan.
- Give involved people, land in and outside cities and esp. land that is not marked for a certain old
fashioned economic activity. The present "market" depends on a
growth economy, whereas the earth is limited and we people have to share what she can give every
year. Until now we have not defined sustainable "growth".
- these food forests are an example of how to practise working together with experience, in peace
and dignity. The food forest is a kind of art with ecological
knowledge..
- near these forests, which have to become forests of giving, there are unique sustainable homes,
built on ecological criteria.
- in the food forestst here is space for play, art, silence, retreat, training to live with the earth. See
the leaflet in attachment.

- refugees are asked to stay there and help the local communities to create the food forests.
- at the same time local people are given responsibility to take care of the seeds and shoots etc.The
local authoroties should be instructed to provide the proper
infrastructure such as a network of public healthcare.
- this should be done as much as possible in every community beginning in the Netherlands.
- an unconditional basic income makes it possible to do this very important work, which in the old
fashioned economy can not be done.
---- This should be done not only in Europe, but also in the home countries of the refugees.
Reforesting the earth impoving the humus quality are essential in many areas for which the
UN, leaders of countries, dictators, democracies and all inabitants should set their goals.
In the same process we should close the gap between rich and poor. This means a completely
different financial money system. See the work of
Joris Luyendijk http://www.nu.nl/weekend/4000251/joris-luyendijk-de-financiele-sector-gaatweer-regelrecht-richting-ravijn.html
Jeremy Rifkin: The third industrial revolution. We need to make our energy electrical less
instead of more powerful
Te ensure energy safety and food security and energy security, it is easier to have an electricity
system which is half the capacity it has now.
Power is raised more decentralised. ECT will help to balance on a lower level and to make
preferential groups.
Guy Standing https://vimeo.com/119053042, the lecture is in English after a talk in Dutch
Heidi Leenaarts https://www.youtube.com/watch?
feature=player_detailpage&v=Wih69QxKEho
Enno Schmidt https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PFpyfXd9LDo&feature=player_detailpage
and many many others
We need to work together on this project. All banks, all NGO's, all governments, all people , for the
same goal: justice and righteousness in consciousness.
This can only happen if we are forgiven for what has been done, Europe has to say "we are sorry".
We have been unfair, subjected to a faulty economy. We do not see everybody as equals. We thought
we could do just business in building a reality where we decide what is good and what is better,
who is entitled to a higher wage. We know everybody is needed and has a right to be listened to and
to do his own work in the way he or she wants to do it, but we did not act accordingly.
So dear friends how to prepare this plan in a way it is clear and easy to work with.
Who takes the lead to start this war-like action against humanity itself, to change from competition
to working together, to make true "thou shallt not kill".

Hope to hear from you to work together to get more support and to make this work!
yours,
Elisabeth Visscher-Endeveld
secretary of foundation Living with the Earth
Warmseweg 22
7075 EL Etten
tel: 31(0)315-341052

